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LETTER FROM THE CO
Families and Friends,
As we wrap up another amazing patrol, I stand here extremely proud of this crew and could
not ask for a better team to serve alongside. This patrol was marked by many professional
accomplishments and milestones. BM2 Andi Webster became the first enlisted woman to
qualify as Deck Watch Officer on RESOLUTE, paving the way for what’s possible through hard
work and initiative. We additionally qualified Ensign Taylor Rowles, who joined us temporarily
from Coast Guard Cutter MOHAWK, as a new Deck Watch Officer; her dedication to
qualification was mutually beneficial to our operational successes. We advanced our Yeoman,
Rebecca Davis to Chief Petty Officer, one of three First Class Petty Officers advancing to E7 this
month along with our Gunner, Charlie Petrotto and Operational Specialist Supervisor, Christine
Fleming. SN Brandon Walke was our outstanding lookout who spotted persons in the water
(PIW) in the Florida Straits, as well as a Go Fast jettison (Bad guys ditching bad things off their
boat) in the Caribbean. He is a great example and reflection of all Coastguardsmen who pride
themselves on standing taut watches.
Our Maritime Law Enforcement Specialist, Joe Wooley directed crowd control and
migrant movements, and prepared case packages documenting human smuggling. Our
Boarding Officers and Boarding Team Members such as Fireman Steven De La Mora and
Machinery Technician First Class Sebastian Aguilar provided translation and enforced United
States laws. If I keep name dropping all the professionals aboard, I will miss a dozen or so and
get into trouble, but I will drop one more: HS2 Rena Gilbertson once again, punched way above
her weight, knocking out every medical challenge put in front of her. The care, provision and
deep proficiency in her craft as a Health Service Technician, helped saved lives during a difficult
Search and Rescue (SAR) case.
RESOLUTE assumed the On-Scene-Commander role for two intense SAR cases with very
desirable outcomes. No one enters the service with an idea of rescuing their workstation
computer for a living; this patrol brought much needed reemphasis on mission rewards and
why every person joins the Coast Guard--to save lives. By all accounts, our FL Straits rescue was
truly a just-in-time circumstance; several survivors stated they were within minutes of
succumbing to exhaustion and unable to tread water after their make-shift boat capsized some
24 hours earlier. The entire crew responded bravely and relied upon their training to ensure at
least 8 people have a second chance to love, laugh, cry, and carry-on. I am sure they will never
forget the image of the painted Coast Guard Racing-Stripe on the side our ship and what it
stands for. It’s now time to reconnect with our loved ones and appreciate all we have. Until
next patrol, God willing and sufficient sea room.
Very Respectfully,
Commander Justin Vanden Heuvel
USCGC RESOLUTE (WMEC 620)
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THE CHIEF’S MESSage
Greetings families, friends and shipmates!
As another patrol ends, the Chief’s Mess would like to take this
opportunity to thank RESOLUTE’s families and friends. Your continued
sacrifices and support allow us to successfully complete our missions, thank
you! What an interesting patrol this has been, the dedication and
professionalism of the crew continually impresses us. It takes a lot of work to
keep a 55-year-old ship operational and every crewmember is vital to the
mission. This patrol tested the crews training and proficiency as RESOLUTE
pulled a total of 10 survivors from the water.
Each department plays a vital role in keeping a 55-year-old ship
operational. The Engineering department works hard to keep RESOLUTE
running. Not only do they maintain the ships engineering plant, they are also
responsible for the maintenance and repairs of the small boats. The Support
department is full of wonderfully talented people from the cooks that feed us
four meals a day, to the Storekeepers that spend countless hours balancing
the budget and ensuring we have the appropriate supplies to conduct the
mission, and lastly the Health Service Technician that looks out for our health
and wellness. The Deck department is responsible for the maintenance and
material condition of the ship and participates in every shipboard evolution.
The Operations department stays busy collecting intelligence, navigating the
ship, and ensuring RESULUTE maintains an optimized tactical position.
As we arrive home and transition into an in-port summer routine,
several members of our crew are preparing to transfer to new duty stations.
Best of luck on all your future endeavors, fair winds and following seas
shipmates!
BMC Cleversey, CSC Champlin, CSC Martinez, MKC Brewer, YNC Davis
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OPERATIONS
RES conducted flight
operations with the U.S.
Army’s 160th Special
Operations Aviation
Regiment. Based out of Fort
Campbell, Kentucky, the
MH-6 “Little Bird”
helicopters and their pilots
specialize in rapid insertion
and extract missions in
unique environments.
During these exercises, RES
executed 80 day and night
landings with 4 helicopters,
facilitating first time
shipboard landings for 8
Special Operations pilots.
Training with the Army
crews facilitated cross
branch interoperability,
tested RES’ communications
equipment, and increased
RES’ ability to conduct safe
and effective flight deck
operations.
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OPERATIONS
In support of Operation
SOUTHEAST WATCH,
RES maintained an overt
presence off the coast of
Haiti conducting migration
deterrence and pattern of
life information collection.
RES transited the Canal De
Tortue and launched small
boats to get a closer look at
the status of Haitian ports
and other population
centers. Numerous handcrafted sailboats transit
across the canal daily,
creating real-time bridge
resource management
training for Deck Watch
Officers and boat handling
practice for cutter small
boat coxswains.
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OPERATIONS
A week into patrol, RES
coordinated with CGC
CHARLES SEXTON to
conduct law enforcement
operations for detainee
and case package transfer.
The crew oversaw the safe
transportation of
contraband and detainees
for turnover to case agents
with the Drug
Enforcement Agency for
prosecution. RES also
conducted safety of life at
sea and counter drug
boardings. These
operations are an allhands effort and require
sharp focus from the entire
crew involved- from the
bridge to the engine roomdemonstrating the unity of
the RES family.
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OPERATIONS
While on routine patrol off
the coast of Haiti,
watchstanders received an
urgent radio call for
assistance. A large cargo
ship collided with a wooden
Haitian sailboat
approximately 5 miles
offshore. The sailboat sank
and two people were in the
water. RES responded and
was on scene within the
hour. After conducting,
RES’ small boat recovered
the two survivors and
brought them to the cutter.
Once onboard, they received
medical attention, food, and
water. Luckily no injuries
were sustained. The quick
response and teamwork of
the crew resulted in a
successful search and rescue
evolution that saved two
mariners.
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OPERATIONS
ALL HANDS MAN YOUR
BATTLE STATIONS! After a
quick port call in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
RES conducted a Gunnery
Exercise. The exercise
included firing of the MK38, MK-52 and MK-53 .50
caliber weapons, and the M4 rifle from the bridge. GM1
Petrotto led the evolutions,
instructing all hands how to
safely and effectively fire
different weapons.
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OPERATIONS

Patrolling 20NM south of Key
West, a lookout spotted people
in the water clinging to a white
fuel jug. RES immediately set
the man overboard response bill
and launched both small boats.
RES successfully recovered 8
people in the water. With the
assistance of multiple Coast
Guard, Navy, and FWC assets, a
massive search was conducted
in an attempt to locate any
others. The survivors were later
determined to be Cuban
migrants whose vessel had sank.
They were in the water for at
least 24 hours before RES
spotted and rescued them.
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DC OLYMPICS
On a sunny Caribbean
afternoon, all hands
participated in the Damage
Control (DC) Olympics- a
culmination of shipboard
emergency training. In
teams, RES tackled the
plugging and patching wet
trainer, learned fire hose
techniques, and responded
to simulated medical
emergencies. In addition,
RES practiced rigging P100 dewatering pumps in
tandem and donning a full
firefighting ensemble. This
provided a fun way to
practice damage control
skills. Every crew member
should be an expert in
combatting emergencies,
as such an event would
require an all-hands effort.
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NSTT OLYMPICS
RES also conducted
Navigation and
Seamanship Olympics- a
blend of shipboard
navigation and Rescue and
Assistance (R&A) training.
RES’ Deck and Operations
departments worked in
tandem to learn and train
in the event of a man
overboard. These exercises
required the Combat
Information Center (CIC)
to send out messages and
radio communications,
trained deck hands on
throwing heaving lines, and
gave Deck Watch Officers
on the bridge multiple
opportunities to practice
ship handling and man
overboard recovery
approaches.
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RES MAKING HISTORY
In last patrol’s newsletter, we featured a “RES in history”
section about rescuing and repatriating Cuban migrants.
Instead of highlighting our past, this patrol’s major story is
about making history. In the Summer of 2020, 13 petty
officers reported aboard RESOLUTE as part of the cutter’s
first enlisted women’s integration. The enlisted women of
RESOLUTE have made history by achieving a number of
accolades. They include:
RESOLUTE’s first...
Chief Petty Officer:
YNC Rebecca Davis
In-Port OOD:
SK1 Linda Bashqoy
In-Port/Underway EOW:
EM2 Keara Van Nevel
Permanent Cutterman:
CS1 Erin Walters
Underway OOD:
BM2 Andi Webster
Gangway Petty Officer of the Watch:BM2 Andi Webster
CIC Watch Stander:
OS3 Amanda Hernandez
IDHS:
HS2 Rena Gilbertson
Small Boat Coxswain:
BM2 Jessica Potak
…and our very first Mother:

MK3 Leandra Smallwood
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MORALE

This patrol, RES had port calls in
Key West and Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, and found great ways to
relax and unwind. The First Class
Mess sponsored an underway
Morale Day with corn hole on the
flight deck, a cookout, and a talent
show. In Key West, the Navy
League of Key West and the
Southern Most Chief Petty
Officer’s Association organized a
barbeque and a live concert for our
crew! The crew was extremely
grateful for the generous event!
Also, crew members were able to
showcase their athletic talents
during various basketball, football,
volleyball and soccer matches in
Key West.
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ALL HANDS TO QUARTERS!
Congratulations to LT
Upton, RES’ very own
Engineer Officer, for
earning his Permanent
Cutterman pin. This
insignia represents five
years of sea duty and is the
most coveted achievement
for all Cuttermen. Also,
YN1 Rebecca Davis
advanced to the rank of
Chief Petty Officer and
received her new
combination cover.
Congratulations Chief Petty
Officer Davis! Lastly, RES
said “fair winds and
following seas” to LT Dave
Burr, the Operations
Officer, and welcomed
aboard LT Eric Gerken as
his replacement.
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BY THE NUMBERS

41 DAYS UNDERWAY
2 SAR CASES
10 LIVES SAVED
1 DRUG DISRUPTION
35 CUBAN MIGRANTS
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THANKS FOR READING!
WE’LL BE BACK SOON
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